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Will the system we have in America that provides the country with
new, safe and effective prescription drugs at a relatively rapid clip
— and keeps the biotech and pharmaceutical industries humming —
continue uninterrupted under the Trump administration? As with many
things in Washington, only time will tell.
With a new administration and a new Congress focused on health care, drug prices
and deregulation, it’s hard to tell just how deeply they will wade into the Food and
Drug Administration’s thicket of laws and regulations. However, one item the new
administration and Congress must deal with is renewal of the Prescription Drug User
Fee Act (PDUFA).
Likely little known to those outside the pharma and biotech worlds, PDUFA, which
comes up for renewal every five years, is what makes the trains run on time in the drugapproval world. In the late 1980s and early 1990s, patients were left suffering while
an underfunded and understaffed FDA struggled to review applications for lifesaving
treatments and cures. Before adoption of this law in 1992, the FDA often took more
than two years to review new medicines. In fact, more than 70 percent of medicines
were first approved outside of America. The industry and Congress worked together to
come up with a cure: PDUFA.
Under this law, biopharmaceutical companies pay three different user fees at different
stages in conjunction with getting a drug reviewed and approved. These millions in
fees pay, in part, for the staff necessary for the FDA to perform all the safety and
effectiveness reviews in a timely manner. It’s what has allowed the FDA to keep up with
the breakneck increase in the development and complexity of new drugs and biologics
entering the development and regulatory review pipeline. It’s also helped the industry
maintain that breakneck speed.
The good news is that we have an agreed-to fee structure — one that the industry
negotiated with the Obama administration. This is the first time in 25 years of renewals
that an agreement ironed out by one administration awaits approval by a new slate of
leaders.
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Will the new administration decide it doesn’t like parts of the
agreement? Will Congress view it as a Christmas tree for all
pharmaceutical-related issues? Will the new federal hiring
freeze be interpreted to block the hundreds to be hired at
the FDA even though they are paid with PDUFA funds, not
government money?
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Experts in the field are hopeful they can work with the new
administration to have an agreement in place by September
30 and meet the new leadership’s goals of reducing
regulations without impacting a successful approval process.
Certainly, the industry, investors and people in need of
tomorrow’s drugs today will be waiting for that action.

ERP in the Cloud – A Better Solution for Pharmas
By James Neal, Managing Partner, AdaptaLogix, LLC
Clinical Stage Pharmaceutical companies operate on
limited budgets, few personnel and a lot of manual
processes. These companies are laser focused on a
singular goal to shepherd a compound through the clinical
trial phases in hopes of approval and commercialization.
Throughout this time the company’s technical
infrastructure (the IT systems) are stressed and, often,
woefully behind the curve as the company rockets forward.
Of a pharmaceutical company’s systems, ERP (Enterprise
Resource Planning - Accounting, Procure-to-Pay, Accounts
Receivable, Inventory, Manufacturing, etc.) is one of
the biggest challenges. The needs in this area change
throughout the clinical trial process and into the early stages
of commercialization. In the past, companies in this industry
have been faced with some tough choices; manually prop
up the existing system they start with (e.g. - QuickBooks),
implement a “good-enough” solution that must be thrown
out before commercialization or buy into a tier 1 (SAP, Oracle,
etc.)
Thankfully, significant advances in technology over the
past few years have made scalable ERP solutions possible.
Software as a Service (SaaS or “Cloud”) solutions have given
pharmas the ability to implement a solution early that fits a
small, public company with limited personnel and stay with
that solution beyond commercialization.

Low Barrier to Entry / Enterprise Scale
SaaS ERP solutions will often offer an entry point which

is easy to use (think more capable
QuickBooks) which can scale to
enterprise capability.

Global Footprint
It is now possible to get a truly global solution outside of
tier 1. Most SaaS ERP systems are available in multiple
languages, offer multi-currency and handle global
consolidations as part of their standard solution.

No Upgrade Lock
“Upgrade Lock” is the upheaval and cost of upgrades which
effectively “locks” an organization on an old platform or
system. SaaS solutions deliver new features and technical
updates automatically, in many cases multiple times per year.
This drastically reduces the TCO of an ERP and builds in a
path to future functionality.

No IT Infrastructure Required
No data center, network, servers, etc. – basically no
infrastructure required.
While implementing an ERP system will never be called
“easy”, the cost and pain associated with process has
been dramatically reduced over the past few years.
Today pharmas can implement an ERP solution earlier
in their lifecycle and keep that same solution well into
commercialization all while reducing risk, cost and time in
implementation.

About the author – James Neal is a Managing Partner at AdaptaLogix, LLC. AdaptaLogix, located in Plymouth Meeting,
PA, provides Financial and Data Operation solutions to pre-revenue and early commercial pharmaceuticals. AdaptaLogix Meets
Pharma’s Unmet Needs!
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A Spotlight on Genisphere
A conversation with Mr. Tom Bliss, a leader in the biotechnology industry
Greg Sarian recently had the pleasure of having a
conversation with Mr. Tom Bliss, CEO of Genisphere.
Genisphere is a nanotechnology company and provider of an
innovative DNA-based targeted drug delivery platform called
3DNA®. Genisphere seeks additional partnerships with
biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies that could
benefit from the company’s platform technology, which is IPprotected and fully customizable to deliver small molecules,
biologics, and nucleic acids in a highly targeted manner.
Tom is responsible for managing the commercialization of
Genisphere’s Research and Development with Dr. Robert
Getts and his organization.

Greg Sarian:
Well Tom thank you for taking some time out today to
speak about Genisphere. Give us some background about
Genisphere, the company’s history, and more importantly
what are your goals as CEO.

Thomas Bliss:
Sure. So my primary goal as CEO and I believe this is shared
really with our Board and all our employees here is to make
the most of our three business platforms which include our
licensing business. Where we license our Molecular Delivery
System, 3DNA to partners for use with their therapeutics.
And secondarily we build our own pipeline. And from
our own pipeline I believe we have plenty of so-called off
patent or generic pharmaceuticals. I like to refer to them
as pharmaceuticals from the public domain which we can
reformulate in 3DNA, our Molecular Drug Delivery System
and formulate then to be less toxic and more efficacious
than the originator drug. And so we think there is - well dare
I say virtually a lifetime of products from the public domain
that are ready for reformulation, right for reformulation. And
there are plenty of examples already in the industry of these.
3DNA, our 3DNA Molecular System is particularly relevant
to such reformulations and then also from the novel domain.
One of the wonderful things about 3DNA is we can deliver
RNA type therapeutics. And we’ve delivered just about every
modality in vivo that is in a living system that’s out there. And
so I’m also very excited about the potential to deliver novel
therapeutics particularly those that show promise but may
have problematic toxicity that could be addressed by our
advanced targeting through the use of 3DNA or Synthetic

DNA Molecular Scaffold.
And then finally the third element of
our business is our legacy reagents,
tools and diagnostics business.
And while substantially the bulk
of our resources are going into the
therapeutics business, partnering in our pipeline we do have
several really interesting assets on the diagnostic side. And
we don’t - we certainly don’t want to neglect them. And so
we will make sure that those are commercialized to their
maximum commercial value going forward.

GS: When you think about other companies in your space
for any one of the three companies what’s your value
add, Tom? What is your most competitive advantage at
Genisphere?

TB: I would answer from my personal experience as well as
from Genisphere’s experience. From my personal experience,
I was working in major pharma ten years ago when I saw a
real explosion of modalities. At that time there was a great
deal of interest in nucleic-based therapeutics, as I mentioned
just RNA type therapeutics, gene, now we have CAR-Ts
have come down. We have gene editing by the CRISPR Cas9
Technology. So that’s all part of this tremendous explosion
of modalities. And real paucity of viable validated delivery
systems on the other hand.
So I saw a formulation and delivery as a bit of a Greenfield
if you will where not - well I guess I should just say more
could be done. I looked at that space. And I said more
could be done here and this is an area where really more
time and resources should go in then are currently go in. So
maybe that’s a place for me to play. I’ve spent substantially
the bulk of the last ten years in the drug delivery space and
was fortunate enough to be one of the early Directors for
a company called TheraKine. I was the first independent
Director in a company called TLC Bio which is a liposomal
technology. So I had a first-hand view to some of the
emerging and some of the proven technologies in the
delivery space. And in a sense if I can quote that very famous
quote from Louis Pasteur, “chance favors the prepared mind.”
When I first found out about Genisphere over two years ago
my mind was really prepared to absorb and appreciate their
message which is the first synthetic DNA scaffold made
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from an entirely synthetic DNA and proprietary strands and
sequence and formed in a branch like two layer structure to
deliver a variety of cargos and payloads—and when I saw
that Genisphere not only had the history here of delivering
this reagent but had managed to deliver it in vivo in a variety
of systems and pass it through physiological boundaries and
into cells I really became a true believer recognizing that we
still had to prove this out to the pharma companies. But again
that’s where my background became most relevant.

fourth we embarked on studies with these major biopharma
companies. We progressed to the extent that we could really
establish a partnership in the public eye with Medimmune.
We announced that partnership just before Bio last spring.
Interestingly enough institutionalizing other relationships
such as the CRA we put in place with Penn Medicine also
last spring was a way of completing this pivot to being a
therapeutics company with a delivery licensing business and
our own pipeline.

GS: So Tom, you’ve been CEO two years now and when

As I look at the challenges going forward, developing our own
pipeline is going to require us to raise capital at a level that
we simply haven’t raised before. So we agreed strategically
that we would embark on the licensing business and prove
the technology out with major partners who had all of that
fit for human therapeutics or pharmaceutical development
infrastructure, prove it out with them. Get them to help us
with some of the early heavy lifting and the riskiest part of
developing the technology. And armed with that confidence
and experience we would then go after our own pipeline.

you look out over the next two or three years, what are your
greatest growth challenges? What are the things you’re
most optimistic about and what are the things you’re most
challenged with?

TB: When I first came aboard we made the very strategic
decision to again in the absence of a large infrastructure here
internally, we’re still only 20 people. So in absence of a large
fit for human therapeutics infrastructure the first thing we
wanted to do with our 3DNA Molecular Delivery System
was partner. We’re very fortunate to get a couple of major
pharma partners aboard interested in testing the scaffold
under MTA. I was able to come aboard and add a third and
we’re now in the throes of adding a fourth. And I say MTAlike structure because we really tried to lower the threshold
at which you could work with us. In part that was a function
of my knowledge from big pharma. Formulation and delivery
systems are not top of mind to any head of any of the major
therapeutic companies.
So now I’m kind of answering the challenge and the
opportunity in sort of in the same breath. So we wanted to
create a very low threshold to work with us and basically
under a structure that’s like an MTA structure. All we ask is
that a partner provide us with payload and targeting where
we can work together on the targeting then we’ll send.
We’ll conjugate their therapeutic for them here in Hatfield.
Then send it back to them in enough quantity that they can
perform in vitro and in vivo experiments in their own labs.
Our argument is look at our data. And we hope to gain your
interest by looking at our data. But we want to lower the
threshold so that we can conjugate some payloads of interest
to you, and send it back to you so you can generate your
own data in your own laboratories because nothing will be as
compelling to you as your own data—And so cultivating the
two existing relationships that were here when I arrived and
adding the third and now I’m very buoyant about adding a

And so that, you know, that kind of in summary the greatest
opportunity here has been working with the major pharma
companies who bring incredible resources and infrastructure
and expertise all of which we’ve been benefiting from. And
in turn we try and give them what is a completely novel
molecular scaffold that allows them to do - to complete
delivery systems and formulations that they simply haven’t
had access to before. And that’s consistent with the feedback
we’ve received from three and hopefully very soon a fourth
partner. And the second, third and fourth we hope to bring
into the public sphere going forward over this year and next
year just as we did with Medimmune last year.

GS: So you’re really addressing an unmet need.
TB: Absolutely. Delivery and formulation particularly as
you get into dose escalation it’s very common for your
toxicity to all of a sudden take on a slope that’s steeper than
your efficacy slope. So when your toxicity slope goes from
something that’s more like horizontal to something that’s
more like vertical then that’s a great time to think about
contacting Genisphere if you’re otherwise happy with the
way the drug has performed. Because chances are that
toxicity is created from a bunch of off target, unintended
effects. And what our 3DNA targeted system does is it puts
an entity whose primary responsibility is delivery of the drug
to a specific disease site. And it puts on a common, a single
structured therapeutic with an entity who has primarily a
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payload. So you couple the target and the payload on a single
therapeutic entity and that means that you’re getting much,
much more drug to the disease site or the disease tissue. It
also means that and we’re still working on elucidating the
mechanism completely but DNA degrades throughout the
body. So it leads to more diffuse degradation which reduces
toxicity. It also means that you get excretion without ever
activating the payload where the toxicity may be embedded.
In other words if we target with something like a vitamin in
an oncology solid tumor environment as we all know, tumors,
solid tumors love vitamins because they think of them as
food. And so if we use vitamin as a targeting even though
you might consider it ubiquitous that is not so specific, that
is to say it’s not upregulated in a specific type of cancer,
you think of it as a ubiquitous target, a target that’s present
everywhere a tumor will win the battle for that vitamin once
it enters the bloodstream through an IP injection or an IV
administration. And the tumor thinks it’s getting a vitamin.
But when it arrives it delivers a cytotoxic as the scaffold
degrades. So there’s a great example of using almost like a
Trojan horse approach. We’ve also had one of our pharma
partners describe our molecular system as ADCs on steroids.
And what they meant by that is they can deliver an ADC with
cytotoxics basically bound to the long chain so it allows them
to get the specificity of an antibody but with the potency of a
cytotoxic. What we’re doing is putting that onto our scaffold.
So we’re getting actually increased specificity because
in whatever direction the loaded scaffold faces you’re
presenting the CDRs of the antibody. And we’re getting a
much higher drug antibody ratio because we can load the
rest of the scaffold with the cytotoxic.
We’ve also managed to successfully transport a peptide
through the blood brain barrier. Again came off of an antigen
or protein that is expressed uniquely in the brain and so that
will, with the right targeting mechanism that will allow you
to basically draw it into the brain even if you’re doing an IV
or an IP injection and so the ability to target specific tissues,
the ability to bio distribute to that target and then the ability
to combine entities where one has primarily targeting and
the other has primarily a payload role on single structured
therapeutic is what makes 3DNA unique.

GS: You’ve chosen Tom to keep the headquarters in the
Greater Philadelphia Area as you grow. What benefits do you
derive from being in this locale?

TB: It’d be hard to beat for a place that has more resources
and is better located than Greater Philadelphia. We have one
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of the best and most vibrant communities in the Philadelphia
Area. In terms of for trade organization probably the best
trade organization in the country, maybe even in the world is
Life Sciences Pennsylvania. The fact that they’ve made their
tent even larger is great news for companies like us even
though some people said they’re diluting the message away
from biotech. On the contrary, they’re now bringing CROs
and other life science providers into the tent which is great
news for companies like ourselves because we really depend
on all of the development infrastructure. Being able to tap
into them, having an additional path to tap into them mainly
through our trade organization is great news for us.
In terms of employee talent we’ve been very, very pleased
with our ability to add hires. We’ve done that through
organizations but also through personal relationships. And
just when you see the level of talent that you can access
that’s already located in Philadelphia it really kind of blows
you away. I mean how many talented people are literally
living within a commutable distance of Lansdale or Hatfield.
Hatfield has the 309 and Lansdale is the northeast extension
but they’re both landmarks that most people in Philadelphia
can relate to. And the interest of development there are of
course things that Philadelphia could do better. The one
thing that is noticeably absent here is capital once you get
above $1.5 million. My impression is that for those raising
$250,000 to $500,000 to up to $1.5 million, Philadelphia is
actually still a pretty good place to do that sort of thing. But
as I look at what distinguishes an area like Boston and even
to some degree the Bay Area and a lesser degree San Diego
is their access to capital.
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Risk Planning Considerations as Your Company Prepares for a Transaction
By Greg Sarian, CPWA®, CIMA® , CFP® , ChFC® , CEPA®
The evolution of growing a life sciences company from an idea to a
marketable concept, raising capital, forming a business and
management team, growing market share, and ultimately moving
the company towards an exit is an exhausting, time-consuming
process. Most company leaders are so focused on the next hurdle,
new business opportunity or staffing needs that they often overlook
key personal planning issues. As a company matures and possibly
becomes a candidate for a sale, merger, or public offering, the risk
management and resulting planning considerations change
immensely. Taking a small amount of time to evaluate what the
growth of your company means to your personal risk and liability
management profile can help secure the best possible outcome for
your family and business for the ultimate monetization of your
equity component.
Broadly defined, your risk management program is how you are
managing your life and long-term disability insurance programs. At
The Sarian Group, we view insurance not
as a wealth creation tool, but a risk management tool. For example,
you can utilize a premium payment to transfer the risk of passing
away or not being able to work to an insurance company that would
replace your income stream. Just as a business has a life cycle and
requires change with growth, your insurance program should evolve
as well.
While that company is growing and increasing revenues, the
entrepreneur/executive running the company should have a more
substantial amount of inexpensive term life insurance to help their
family pay off mortgage debt, create a capital pool to generate
income, secure educational funding and provide cash reserves if he
or she prematurely passes. One of the biggest mistakes we see
entrepreneurs make is failing to monitor and reassess the levels
and types of insurance in place as their companies change.
In terms of personal wealth, as a company moves towards
generating revenue, the entrepreneur can pay down mortgage
debt, increase liquid savings and save for future educational goals
with increased cash reserves. Ultimately, the need for life
insurance declines. Through cash flow modeling, one can
accurately determine when an individual becomes self-insured.
This means you have built up enough liquid wealth to maintain
your standard of living throughout your normal life expectancy. At
that point, the need for life insurance from a risk mitigation
perspective is gone. If the entrepreneur/executive is fortunate
enough to have an exit, more prudent risk management planning
can prove beneficial. An exit is typically defined
as an event, sale or merger where your equity component is
monetized and becomes liquid. This, too, would cause
a major change in how you perceive your life insurance program.
If the inflow of liquidity is meaningful enough, there is a valid
reason to consider lowering the amount of life insurance.
However, when considering a shift in your life insurance program,
it’s important to be mindful of potential tax implications
associated with wealth transfer.

Depending on the size of the worth of the wealth creator,
there may be unavoidable federal, state or local
inheritance taxes owed by the heirs upon receiving those
assets. If it is important for your heirs to inherit a certain
amount, life insurance can be a powerful tool in making
sure there is liquidity to pay these taxes.
A larger personal planning oversight is insufficient or non-existent
personally-owned long-term disability income protection. This is the
simple goal of a well-defined disability income protection plan: to
provide an income stream for the executive if they are unable to perform
their specific roles that drive enterprise value for a company. When
seeking
a long-term disability policy, a critical component is the verbiage
defining terms of disability. You want to ensure that the policy is
specifically tailored to cover your roles and functions as a business
owner/executive, rather than following a broad definition of duties that
will not pay at all if you can still work in some fashion. Entrepreneurs
may be better served avoiding group plans where premium costs can
rise, as well as captive insurance vendors with limited product lines. In
each of these buying decisions, you want to lock a premium rate as soon
as possible and make sure the policies are portable to whatever
companies you may start in the future.
Finally, when a company is at a mature, revenue-generating phase or
nearing a transaction, the key risk to mitigate is litigious risk.
When the entrepreneur/executive’s assets are largely tied up in their
equity stake, this is less of a concern, as the corporate structure of the
business, C-Corp, S-Corp, or LLC provides a shield of protection
between the entity and the entrepreneur. As the business grows in
enterprise value, generates liquidity or is working towards a transaction,
the need for a personal umbrella policy becomes evident. A personal
umbrella policy or liability policy sits on top of your homeowners’
insurance, and is a vehicle that provides a layer of litigation protection
of your personal assets in the event you are sued. The umbrella should
cover your liquid assets base and be reviewed as your situation
changes.
As a business evolves, so do the leaders’ planning needs.
Your risk management plan should be updated at least annually to
consider how the company has changed. Working with an advisor that
upholds the fiduciary standard can help you vet a number of different
product choices while ensuring that your interests are the primary focus
of the recommendations.
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The Sarian Group Index*
The Sarian Group Index started in January 2013 to track regionally located HealthCare oriented businesses whose stock is traded
above $1 a share against the S&P 500 and the NASDAQ Biotechnology index. It is an equally weighted index of publicly traded life
sciences companies headquartered in PA, NJ and DE and is rebalanced monthly. Below is a look at the performance pattern since
December 2013 along with a list of the companies that are currently included. Also listed are the Top Ten Companies who have had
the largest gains and losses YTD within the index.

Portfolio Holdings
Aclaris Therapeutics Inc

Windtree Therapeutics Inc

Insmed Inc

PTC Therapeutics Inc

Adaptimmune Therapeutics PLC

Eagle Pharmaceuticals Inc

Johnson & Johnson

Tobira Therapeutics Inc

Alcobra Ltd

Echo Therapeutics Inc

Lannett Co Inc

Recro Pharma Inc

Advaxis Inc

Egalet Corp

Aevi Genomic Medicine Inc

Safeguard Scientifics Inc

Aerie Pharmaceuticals Inc

Endo International PLC

The Medicines Co

Spark Therapeutics Inc

Agile Therapeutics Inc

Enzon Pharmaceuticals Inc

Merck & Co Inc

TetraLogic Pharmaceuticals Corp

Akers Biosciences Inc

Fibrocell Science Inc

Mylan NV

Trevena Inc

Alliqua BioMedical Inc

GlaxoSmithKline PLC

Onconova Therapeutics Inc

Vitae Pharmaceuticals Inc

Amicus Therapeutics Inc

Globus Medical Inc

Ophthotech Corp

Active Control Technology Inc

Cancer Genetics Inc

Immunomedics Inc

Pacira Pharmaceuticals Inc

Auxilium Pharmaceuticals Inc

Celgene Corp

Incyte Corp

PhotoMedex Inc

Celator Pharmaceuticals Inc

Cyclacel Pharmaceuticals Inc

Inovio Pharmaceuticals Inc

ProPhase Labs Inc

NPS Pharmaceuticals Inc

Zynerba Pharmaceuticals Inc

Top Ten Decliners — YTD 3/31/2017

Top Ten Gainers — YTD 3/31/2017
Cancer Genetics Inc

203.7 %

Medgenics Inc

Immunomedics Inc

76.29 %

Alcobra Ltd

-45.71 %

The Medicines Company

44.08 %

Agile Therapeutics Inc

-43.77 %

Amicus Therapeutics Inc

43.46 %

Trevena Inc

-37.59 %

Pacira Pharmaceuticals Inc

41.18 %

-64.09 %

Enzon Pharmaceuticals Inc

-35.59 %

Adaptimmune Therapeutics PLC

36.05 %

Egalet Corp

-33.33 %

Onconova Therapeutics Inc

33.92 %

Endo International PLC

-32.24 %

Incyte Corp Ltd

33.31 %

Cyclacel Pharmaceuticals Inc

-30.43 %

Insmed Inc

32.35 %

TetraLogic Pharmaceuticals Corporation

-26.53 %

Aerie Pharmaceuticals Inc

19.82 %

Ophthotech Corp

-24.22 %

*Information provided by the Markov Processes International LLC (MPI)
The Sarian Group is a group of investment professionals registered with HighTower Securities, LLC, member FINRA, MSRB and SIPC, and with HighTower Advisors, LLC, a registered
investment advisor with the SEC. Securities are offered through HighTower Securities, LLC; advisory services are offered through HighTower Advisors, LLC.
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Philly Fundings
April 7

April 4

VWR, Radnor, Pa., continued its growth through acquisition strategy
with its third deal this year and 11th purchase during the past three
years. The Radnor laboratory products and services company acquired
MESM Ltd., a provider of laboratory and medical equipment and
ancillary supplies to clinical trials worldwide. As is customary, VWR
(NASDAQ: VWR) — which posted sales in excess of $4.5 billion in
2016 — did not disclose the financial terms of the deal. Founded in
2007, MESM has its headquarters in Lancashire, England and
operates a second facility in Lakeland, Fla. The company supports
clinical trials in more than 80 countries. Last month, VWR bought EPL
Archives, which has offices in Virginia and France and operates
biostorage and biorepository facilities used by pharmaceutical and
biotechnology companies to store regulated research and
manufacturing materials. In January, VWR acquired Seastar
Chemicals, a Canadian manufacturer of high purity reagents used in
the global research, laboratory and microelectronics industries.

Paratek Pharmaceuticals, a Boston biotech company that has rapidly
expanded its presence in the Philadelphia suburbs, saw its stock price
soar by 23 percent early April after posting positive results from latestage testing of its lead new drug candidate. The study showed
omadacycline, its experimental oral and IV antibiotic, met all the
clinical trial’s primary and secondary endpoints in treating patients
with community-acquired bacterial pneumonia. In March, Paratek
moved into larger office space in King of Prussia, where the company
has 30 employees — and plans to add up to 65 more over the next
two years.

April 5
Adaptimmune, announced its second multimillion-dollar stock sale in
early April. The developer of T-cell therapies for treating cancer has
entered into a definitive agreement with Matrix Capital Management
Co., which intends to purchase 7 million of the Adaptimmune’s
American Depositary Shares valued
at $42 million. AdaptImmune (NASDAQ: ADAP) has offices in South
Philadelphia at the Navy Yard and in Oxfordshire, England. James
Noble, Adaptimmune’s CEO, said net proceeds from the stock sale
will be used to advance the company’s wholly owned pipeline of
SPEAR T-cell candidates through clinical trials.

March 28
Bracket, a clinical trial technology and specialty services provider with
Pennsylvania offices in Wayne and Trevose, has a new owner.
Genstar Capital, a private equity firm based in San Francisco, has
acquired Bracket from Parthenon Capital Partners of Boston.
Parthenon had owned Bracket since 2013. Bracket specializes in
technology that helps pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies,
as well as contract research organizations, maximize clinical data
integrity — which in turn improves outcomes with clinical trials. The
company has more than 700 employees — including about 175
people in Wayne and another 120 in Trevose — and delivers services
in more than 90 countries to drug developers including 15 of the top
20 biopharma companies worldwide. The company has three core
products. Its fastest growing product is Bracket eCOA, a platform that
includes proving tablets to clinicians and patients for use in recording
data and making electronic clinical outcomes assessments.

The Sarian Group is humbly grateful to announce that Greg Sarian, CPWA®, CIMA®, CFP®, ChFC®, CEPA® and
our entire team was named on Barron's 2017 "Top 1,200 Advisors by State" list for the 8th consecutive year!
We are thankful for the continued support from the families we serve and deeply value the relationships we
have built.

The Sarian Group is a group of investment professionals registered with HighTower Securities, LLC, member FINRA, MSRB and SIPC, and with HighTower Advisors, LLC, a registered investment advisor with the SEC.
Securities are offered through HighTower Securities, LLC; advisory services are offered through HighTower Advisors, LLC.
This is not an offer to buy or sell securities. No investment process is free of risk, and there is no guarantee that the investment process or the investment opportunities referenced herein will be profitable. Past
performance is not indicative of current or future performance and is not a guarantee. The investment opportunities referenced herein may not be suitable for all investors.
All data and information referenced herein are from sources believed to be reliable. Any opinions, news, research, analyses, prices, or other information contained in this research is provided as general market
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